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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2016

Referencia: 1

AYA-03

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

DREAM ISLANDName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:28/08/2016Final Date:10/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

AYA 3              Vladivostok 10/08-28/08 ENVI 8(18+)

Project is organised for the first time by AYA and local initative group Dream 
island. This group is working on conservation Vladivostok islands and all the 
activities are aimed at the elimination of places of unauthorized waste disposal, 
popularization of recycling, as well as raising environmental awareness and 
increasing the participation of local people, tourists, businesses and administration 
in preservation of the beauty of Vladivostok islands. Camps for Russian volunteers 
have been organised already for 2 years. This year international volunteers will 
take part in this project. https://vk.com/primostrov



Work. Volunteers will be in charge of cleaning up the areas on the Reyneke island 
from garbage, and loading bags to the ferry for recycling in Vladivostok. As well as 
inviting locals and tourists for common actions and spreading information about 
recycling. 



Accommodation and food. Volunteers will stay in tents on the island by the sea. 
Built up showers and toilets. Food will be organised but volunteers will help tat the 
camp kitchen.



Location & leisure. Vladivostok city. Reyneke island. Hiking around the island. 
Swimming, enjoying the beauty of the Far East of Russia.



Requirements. Bring your sleeping bag and a tent if possible. If you don't have a 
tent, we will organise it.



Meeting point. Vladivostok



Camp address. Vladivostok, Reyneke island
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Referencia: 2

AYA-04

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

KEEP IT CLEANName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:10/07/2016Final Date:01/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:
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Referencia: 3

AYA-05

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

make a granny smileName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ELDE  - Work with elderlyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:14/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

--
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Referencia: 4

DGV-03

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Ya-Poliglot(EXTRA FEE 50EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:16/07/2016Final Date:26/06/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner 

One of the leading language centres in Samara, Ya-Polyglot develops and 
implements a variety of programs in the field of foreign language learning for 
adults and children. At Ya-Polyglot, we teach those languages which have the 
highest demand worldwide: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Japanese, 
Chinese, Arabic, Russian as a foreign language. 

Ya-Polyglot is an authorized centre of exam preparation for Cambridge exams as 
well as an authorized center of examination and exam preparation for the London 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) exams.

Project 

The project takes place at Children¿s camp ¿Electonic¿ (Yagodnoye village, 
Samara region, Russia). This camp is located in picturesque green forested areas 
near the Volga river and have a large territory with lots of sports grounds and 
open-air swimming pools. The camp also has 24-hour security guards and medical 
personnel.



The Volunteer¿s main tasks are:

-  organize language activities of English (and/or French, 

Spanish, German) as a foreign language for children and teenagers (2-4 academic 
hours per day),

- prepare a staged song/sketch/poem etc in a foreign language with children for 
the Parents¿ Day concert,

- prepare and make a presentation for children about the Volunteer¿s own 
country, its culture, traditions etc.

- to  prepare and supervise culture, sports and other activities taking place at 
the camp,

- use a variety of methods to encourage development and personal growth of 
children;

- to modify camp activities in accordance with children¿s interests and abilities;

-  encourage children¿s interest in foreign languages;

- create language environment and motivate children to communicate in foreign 
languages;

- immediately inform the  Camp Coordinator of any accidents or/and violent 
incidents in the camp.

The Volunteer is to organize 2-4 academic hours of language activities (1 
academic hour = 45 minutes) a day and to have 4-6 hours a day organizing, 
preparing and supervising sports, culture, entertainment and other activities.

Free time: 

The volunteer arrives in Samara 3 days before leaving to the camp area. During 
this period the Volunteer stays in a hostel and has a chance to enjoy excursions. 
While in the camp area the Volunteer can have 2 days off. The schedule of working 
days and days off is to be agreed with Camp Coordinator within the first three 
days of the camp in order not to have the day off  for all the volunteers on the 
same day. The Volunteer can spend their days off either in Samara hostel or in the 
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same day. The Volunteer can spend their days off either in Samara hostel or in the 
camp. 

Food and accommodation 

Hostel in Samara (food is provided). Volunteers cook by themselves.

While at the camp the Volunteer is provided with food (5 meals a day) and 
accommodation (room to share with 3 other people, adjacent bathroom with a 
shower)

Requirements:

¿ Age 18-99 

¿ Good communication skills

¿ Ability to work under stress

¿ Resourcefulness

¿ Sociability

¿ Knowledge of Russian is very welcome

¿ Knowledge of how to work (play) with children of all ages (from pre-school to 
middle school age). 

Things to bring: 

¿ Warm clothes (sweater, training suit, raincoat, etc.)

¿ Sleeping bag 

¿ If you wish to bring your own small tent you are welcome 

¿ Summer clothes (shorts, T-shirts, socks, trousers)

¿ Shoes (shoes, boots, slippers, water boots)

¿ First Aids Kit

¿ Umbrella

¿ Information about your country and yourself is important



Important!   

The Volunteer is to provide the following medical documents:

¿ chest X-ray,

¿ enterobiasis test results,

¿ vaccination certificate,

¿ complete blood count,

¿ clinical urinalysis,

¿ HIV blood test results.

Motivation letter (or video about yourself) is needed 

Participation fee is 50 euro (To cover administration costs (paid upon the arrival)
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Referencia: 5

DGV-04

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Ya Poliglot (EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2016Final Date:23/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner 

One of the leading language centres in Samara, Ya-Polyglot develops and 
implements a variety of programs in the field of foreign language learning for 
adults and children. At Ya-Polyglot, we teach those languages which have the 
highest demand worldwide: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Japanese, 
Chinese, Arabic, Russian as a foreign language. 

Ya-Polyglot is an authorized centre of exam preparation for Cambridge exams as 
well as an authorized center of examination and exam preparation for the London 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) exams.

Project 

The project takes place at Children¿s camp ¿Electonic¿ (Yagodnoye village, 
Samara region, Russia). This camp is located in picturesque green forested areas 
near the Volga river and have a large territory with lots of sports grounds and 
open-air swimming pools. The camp also has 24-hour security guards and medical 
personnel.



The Volunteer¿s main tasks are:

-  organize language activities of English (and/or French, 

Spanish, German) as a foreign language for children and teenagers (2-4 academic 
hours per day),

- prepare a staged song/sketch/poem etc in a foreign language with children for 
the Parents¿ Day concert,

- prepare and make a presentation for children about the Volunteer¿s own 
country, its culture, traditions etc.

- to  prepare and supervise culture, sports and other activities taking place at 
the camp,

- use a variety of methods to encourage development and personal growth of 
children;

- to modify camp activities in accordance with children¿s interests and abilities;

-  encourage children¿s interest in foreign languages;

- create language environment and motivate children to communicate in foreign 
languages;

- immediately inform the  Camp Coordinator of any accidents or/and violent 
incidents in the camp.

The Volunteer is to organize 2-4 academic hours of language activities (1 
academic hour = 45 minutes) a day and to have 4-6 hours a day organizing, 
preparing and supervising sports, culture, entertainment and other activities.

Free time: 

The volunteer arrives in Samara 3 days before leaving to the camp area. During 
this period the Volunteer stays in a hostel and has a chance to enjoy excursions. 
While in the camp area the Volunteer can have 2 days off. The schedule of working 
days and days off is to be agreed with Camp Coordinator within the first three 
days of the camp in order not to have the day off  for all the volunteers on the 
same day. The Volunteer can spend their days off either in Samara hostel or in the 
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same day. The Volunteer can spend their days off either in Samara hostel or in the 
camp. 

Food and accommodation 

Hostel in Samara (food is provided). Volunteers cook by themselves.

While at the camp the Volunteer is provided with food (5 meals a day) and 
accommodation (room to share with 3 other people, adjacent bathroom with a 
shower)

Requirements:

¿ Age 18-99 

¿ Good communication skills

¿ Ability to work under stress

¿ Resourcefulness

¿ Sociability

¿ Knowledge of Russian is very welcome

¿ Knowledge of how to work (play) with children of all ages (from pre-school to 
middle school age). 

Things to bring: 

¿ Warm clothes (sweater, training suit, raincoat, etc.)

¿ Sleeping bag 

¿ If you wish to bring your own small tent you are welcome 

¿ Summer clothes (shorts, T-shirts, socks, trousers)

¿ Shoes (shoes, boots, slippers, water boots)

¿ First Aids Kit

¿ Umbrella

¿ Information about your country and yourself is important



Important!   

The Volunteer is to provide the following medical documents:

¿ chest X-ray,

¿ enterobiasis test results,

¿ vaccination certificate,

¿ complete blood count,

¿ clinical urinalysis,

¿ HIV blood test results.

Motivation letter (or video about yourself) is needed 

Participation fee is 50 euro (To cover administration costs (paid upon the arrival)
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Referencia: 6

DGV-05

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Nadezhda ( EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

4Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project: 

The shelter started its work in 2011. The main goal is searching homes for lonely 
and homeless animals. There are about 100 dogs and 30 cats hosted in the shelter 
at the moment. 

The shelter takes care of the animals until a family can host an animal. The staff of 
the shelter never puts down animals, only if they are painfully ill and there is no 
hope for recovery. Old animals stay in the shelter till they die. 

The staff of the shelter takes care of each animal very well. Every animal gets 
professional care, cleaning procedures and all necessary vaccinations.    

The shelter is supported only by donations and care of local volunteers. 









Tasks: 

In June 2013 the shelter starts construction of a new building. The volunteers will 
help in constructing the fence, repairing and cleaning the open-air walking area as 
well as the pound. 

Number of volunteers: 

7 national and international volunteers + 1 or 2 camp leaders. 

Requirements:

- 18+ 

-  Basic skills working with animals

- Sociability

- Knowledge of Russian is very welcome

- Interested in animals!

Accommodation:

Holiday house 

Food: 

Prepared by volunteers

Things to bring: 

¿ Warm clothes (sweater, training suit, raincoat, etc.)

¿ Sleeping bag 

¿ Summer clothes (shorts, T-shirts, socks, trousers)

¿ Shoes (shoes, boots, slippers, water boots)

¿ First Aids Kit

¿ Umbrella

¿ Information about your country and yourself is important

Leisure: 

The volunteers will organize their leisure time themselves. 

Participation fee is 50 euro (To cover administration costs (paid upon the arrival)
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Referencia: 7

DGV-06

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Language +Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:27/07/2016Final Date:13/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Place: Cheboksary, Russia 

 Children¿s resort centre ¿Lesnaya Skazka¿ (&#1051;&#1077;&#1089;&#1085;
&#1072;&#1103; &#1089;&#1082;&#1072;&#1079;&#1082;&#1072;) in Mari 
Republic, Russia (about 100 km from Cheboksary)

Number of volunteers: 6-8

























Partner: 

The language school ¿Language Plus¿ has been organizing international language 
camps for five years. In their camps Russian and foreign volunteers collaborate to 
organize cultural, educational and sport activities for local children and children 
from nearby regions aged 7-17.

The mission is to provide every child with a range of opportunities which help 
him/her to grow and improve themselves as a person.



The aims of the project:

¿ intercultural exchange;

¿ raising children¿s interest in other cultures and tolerance to other nationalities, 
religions, races;

¿ learning foreign languages;

¿ building teamwork and leadership skills;

¿ discovering and developing children¿s creative skills ;

¿ educating children to be leaders with active life position

Tasks

¿ Teaching foreign languages to the participants (in the form of playing games, 
singing songs or improving their language skills through discussions). These 
include the volunteer¿s native language, and English if their English level is B2 or 
higher and they feel comfortable with teaching two languages.

¿ Giving a presentation of the volunteer¿s native country with the aim to teach 
the children its history, culture, customs and traditions.

¿ Organizing and together with children taking part in some sport activities, 
strategic games, shows and handcrafts. 

¿ Making intercultural and educational workshops of different kinds: handcrafts, 
sports, national games, music, dance, photography, etc. 
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sports, national games, music, dance, photography, etc. 

Free time

Free time for volunteers is flexible. The volunteers are mostly busy in the morning 
having lessons. There¿s fixed rest hour from 1 to 3 pm. The rest of the day is 
flexible and free hours depend on the day¿s schedule and other volunteers¿ 
schedule. You have to keep in mind that the kids will always be around, asking 
questions and just trying to communicate or play with you.

During the camp you will have an opportunity to visit Yoshkar-Ola (the capital of 
the Mari Republic) and also we are ready to give you a tour around Cheboksary at 
the end of the camp.





Requirements to volunteers

¿ Age 18+

¿ Volunteers should speak English at B1 level or higher

¿ Volunteers should be ready to teach their native language and share 
knowledge about the culture, history, customs and traditions of their country

¿ Experience in children camps is a plus but not a must, but Volunteers should 
absolutely love children =)

Accommodation

Volunteers will stay in the resort center ¿Lesnaya Skazka¿ in a brick house. The 
counselors live together in male and female rooms for 2-4 people. Showers are 
available all the time. No sleeping bags are needed.



























Food 

Food is provided in the local camp cafeteria (5 meals a day).

Things to bring: 

¿ Warm clothes (sweater, training suit, raincoat, etc.)

¿ First Aids Kit

¿ Umbrella

¿ Information about your country (presentation, flag, map, traditional and 
popular music, costumes, pictures, food, etc.);

¿ Information and materials needed for language lessons. It would be better if 
you prepare the necessary materials, worksheets, video, songs, pictures 
beforehand since the Internet connection is extremely slow and unstable there;

¿ Traditional children¿s and sport games if there are any;

¿ Comfortable clothes and footwear (no heels) both light and warm because 
summers in Russia can be unpredictable. Make sure to bring enough sport clothing 
and also a pair of trainers and sandals (flip-flops).

¿ Swim suit. There¿s a beautiful lake on the camp¿s territory.

¿ And the most important - your love for children, smiles and positive attitude! 
Be ready for the time of your life!
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Referencia: 8

DGV-07

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Language +Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:03/08/2016Final Date:28/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Place: Cheboksary, Russia 

 Children¿s resort centre ¿Lesnaya Skazka¿ (&#1051;&#1077;&#1089;&#1085;
&#1072;&#1103; &#1089;&#1082;&#1072;&#1079;&#1082;&#1072;) in Mari 
Republic, Russia (about 100 km from Cheboksary)

Number of volunteers: 6-8

























Partner: 

The language school ¿Language Plus¿ has been organizing international language 
camps for five years. In their camps Russian and foreign volunteers collaborate to 
organize cultural, educational and sport activities for local children and children 
from nearby regions aged 7-17.

The mission is to provide every child with a range of opportunities which help 
him/her to grow and improve themselves as a person.



The aims of the project:

¿ intercultural exchange;

¿ raising children¿s interest in other cultures and tolerance to other nationalities, 
religions, races;

¿ learning foreign languages;

¿ building teamwork and leadership skills;

¿ discovering and developing children¿s creative skills ;

¿ educating children to be leaders with active life position

Tasks

¿ Teaching foreign languages to the participants (in the form of playing games, 
singing songs or improving their language skills through discussions). These 
include the volunteer¿s native language, and English if their English level is B2 or 
higher and they feel comfortable with teaching two languages.

¿ Giving a presentation of the volunteer¿s native country with the aim to teach 
the children its history, culture, customs and traditions.

¿ Organizing and together with children taking part in some sport activities, 
strategic games, shows and handcrafts. 

¿ Making intercultural and educational workshops of different kinds: handcrafts, 
sports, national games, music, dance, photography, etc. 
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sports, national games, music, dance, photography, etc. 

Free time

Free time for volunteers is flexible. The volunteers are mostly busy in the morning 
having lessons. There¿s fixed rest hour from 1 to 3 pm. The rest of the day is 
flexible and free hours depend on the day¿s schedule and other volunteers¿ 
schedule. You have to keep in mind that the kids will always be around, asking 
questions and just trying to communicate or play with you.

During the camp you will have an opportunity to visit Yoshkar-Ola (the capital of 
the Mari Republic) and also we are ready to give you a tour around Cheboksary at 
the end of the camp.





Requirements to volunteers

¿ Age 18+

¿ Volunteers should speak English at B1 level or higher

¿ Volunteers should be ready to teach their native language and share 
knowledge about the culture, history, customs and traditions of their country

¿ Experience in children camps is a plus but not a must, but Volunteers should 
absolutely love children =)

Accommodation

Volunteers will stay in the resort center ¿Lesnaya Skazka¿ in a brick house. The 
counselors live together in male and female rooms for 2-4 people. Showers are 
available all the time. No sleeping bags are needed.



























Food 

Food is provided in the local camp cafeteria (5 meals a day).

Things to bring: 

¿ Warm clothes (sweater, training suit, raincoat, etc.)

¿ First Aids Kit

¿ Umbrella

¿ Information about your country (presentation, flag, map, traditional and 
popular music, costumes, pictures, food, etc.);

¿ Information and materials needed for language lessons. It would be better if 
you prepare the necessary materials, worksheets, video, songs, pictures 
beforehand since the Internet connection is extremely slow and unstable there;

¿ Traditional children¿s and sport games if there are any;

¿ Comfortable clothes and footwear (no heels) both light and warm because 
summers in Russia can be unpredictable. Make sure to bring enough sport clothing 
and also a pair of trainers and sandals (flip-flops).

¿ Swim suit. There¿s a beautiful lake on the camp¿s territory.

¿ And the most important - your love for children, smiles and positive attitude! 
Be ready for the time of your life!
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Referencia: 9

MT03/16

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Country Estates (CUOTA EXTRA 40 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-ENVI  - Cultural-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/07/2016Final Date:04/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

PROJECT: Work camp is relocating. Country Estates of the St-Petersburg region 
were built in 18-19 centuries. Among the owners, there were members of the 
royal family and famous public officials, military leaders, artists, composers, 
architects, writers, such as Vrangel, Repin, Nabokov, Rerikh. Many of country 
houses were damaged, especially the parks, landscapes and interiors. We want to 
bring the former meaning to the country estates as pieces of world heritage. 
Today the restoration of the country estates is an important deal together with the 
renewal of the unique parks. We expect our workcamp will help volunteers to 
achieve the following object: to raise awareness among the local population 
regarding heritage and the importance their participation to preserving this site . 
As the workcamp will be mobile, it gives volunteers a great opportunity to learn 
about historical events, concerned country estates of famous Russian artists and 
poets of the 18-19 centuries and to see both the imperial city St-Petersburg and 
the real Russian countryside.



WORK: The volunteers will be engaged in improving estates parks: take care of 
trees, mow the meadows, clean the hollows, sweep and clean the paths out of the 
garbage, etc. Volunteers will be working 5 hours per day 5 days a week under the 
supervision. During the workcamp volunteers will work on different sites: 
somedays volunteers will live and work on one estate, other days volunteers will 
visit and work on other country estates located in St-Petersburg region. The work 
will be combined with a cultural program.



ACCOMMODATION: Host organization provides a basic condition accommodation 
and food in St-Petersburg and in Leningrad region. Due to the relocating status of 
the camps, volunteers will live in different places (wooden 
house/school/office/dormitory/rental flat). More information will be announced in 
Infosheet later.



LEISURE TIME: and grandees: Peterhof ¿ city of fountains (www.peterhofmuseum.
ru), Lomonosov, Tsarskoye Selo (www.tzar.ru), Pavlovsk (www.pavlovskmuseum.
ru) and just restored palace in Gatchina. Also at this time of the year, the city 
hosts a variety of festivals, concerts and folk events. Each year millions of tourists 
come to St. Petersburg for walking at night along the Neva River, watching the 
bridges raise. Volunteers will have sport activities, meeting with local people, and 
evenings of international cuisine, so it would be great if volunteers bring their 
traditional recipes and food.



LOCATION: St. Petersburg/Leningrad region. TERMINAL: Pulkovo International 
Airport is located about 17 km from the St.Petersburg center. We know that some 
of the volunteers have problems with the high cost of tickets to Saint Petersburg. 
We can recommend them to find economy flights not to St. Petersburg, but to 
Riga or Helsinki or other Finland city. It is a very short way from Riga or Helsinki 
to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.
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to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.



SPECIAL REMARKS.  Dates coincide with the camp for Russian speaking 
volunteers, living in EU. Volunteers from both camps will meet and undertake joint 
activities. The museums fees and local transport expenses aren't going to be 
covered, volunteers will have to pay on their own. However, due to the euro-ruble 
currency this year the journey will be rather cheap. Volunteers should bring 
working clothes, gloves and sleeping bags. Besides, it would be great to take 
something special from their countries (photos, food or small flags and souvenirs) 
for international party in the workcamp and demonstrate them as special features 
of home country. Volunteers 



EXTRA FEE: 40 Euro.
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Referencia: 10

MT06/16

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

The spirit of Country Estates (CUOTA EXTA 40 EUR)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU-ENVI-CULT  - Manual work - Environmental - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:12/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

PROJECT: Work camp is relocating and it is the third year NGO Mir Tesen will 
organize it. There are many historical and cultural heritage sites of the St- 
Petersburg region, which were built in 12-19 centuries. Orthodox Monasteries are 
the great part of them. Many of the Monasteries are damaged; especially the 
landscapes and interiors and now they are being restored. These objects are 
located in the beautiful landscapes and untouched nature near the lakes. 
Therefore, it is a unique workcamp for volunteers, who want to get in touch with 
the spirit of history and mystic of Orthodox Monasteries. The big advantage of this 
workcamp is an opportunity to see both the imperial city St. Petersburg and the 
real Orthodox Monasteries. During this workcamp the volunteers can visit and 
work in several the most famous Monasteries. For example, Saint Alexander 
Nevsky Lavra in St. Petersburg that was founded by one of the most outstanding 
tsar of Russia Peter the First in 1710, Coastal Monastery of St. Sergius located in 
the suburb of St. Petersburg, in Strelna and the other famous Cheremenetsky 
Monastery. It is placed in Leningradrad region near the top of the island on a 
leveled hill, surrounded by Cheremenetsky Lake. It takes 1 hour by train to get 
there.



WORK: Volunteers will be involved in the variety of activities. They will collect 
vegetables, help priors, and restore monasteries. Besides, volunteers will be 
engaged in improving gardens: take care of trees, flowers and harvest, mow the 
meadows, cure the trees, and clean the paths. 



ACCOMMODATION: Because of the camp mobility, participants will live in several 
places during the camp: for 2-3 days in each monastery in St.-Petersburg and in 
Leningrad region. Host organisation provides a basic condition accommodation 
(wooden house/school/office/dormitory/rental flat) and food. More information will 
be announced in Infosheet later.



LEISURE TIME: St-Petersburg is a cultural capital of Russia. Volunteers will have 
an opportunity during the weekend to visit numerous museums, theatres, galleries 
and exhibitions, country residences of Emperors, Grand Princes and grandees: 
Peterhof ¿ city of fountains (www.peterhofmuseum.ru), Lomonosov, Tsarskoye 
Selo (www.tzar.ru), Pavlovsk (www.pavlovskmuseum.ru) and just restored palace 
in Gatchina. Also at this time of the year, the city hosts a variety of festivals, 
concerts and folk events. At the monastery sites, volunteers will be able to take 
boats for little trips, swim in the lake, go fishing or pick different berries, drink tea 
from samovar and even go to the banya. In addition, there will be organized sport 
activities, meeting with local people and evenings of international cuisine will be 
organized, so it would be great if volunteers bring their traditional recipes and 
food.



LOCATION: St. Petersburg region/Leningrad Region. TERMINAL: Pulkovo 
International Airport is located about 17 km from the St- Petersburg center. We 
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International Airport is located about 17 km from the St- Petersburg center. We 
know that some of the volunteers have problems with the high cost of tickets to 
Saint Petersburg. We can recommend them to find economy flights not to St. 
Petersburg, but to Riga or Helsinki or other Finland city. It is a very short way 
from Riga or Helsinki to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.

SPECIAL REMARKS: Dates coincide with the camp for Russian speaking volunteers, 
living in EU. Volunteers from both camps will meet and undertake joint activities. 
Volunteers should bring working clothes, gloves and sleeping bags. Besides, it 
would be good to take something special from their country (photos, food and 
small flags) for international party in the workcamp and demonstrate others 
characteristic features of home country. Volunteers and local youth will create a 
video ¿ a visual memory - of works and activities done during the workcamp. The 
museums fees and local transport expenses aren't going to be covered, volunteers 
will have to pay on their own. However, due to the euro-ruble currency this year 
the journey will be rather cheap.

EXTRA FEE: 40 Euro.
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Referencia: 11

MT08/16

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

The Apple Spas and Traditions (CUOTA EXTRA 40 EUR)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-MANU  - Cultural - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:15/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

PROJECT: Work camp is relocating. There are lot of Heritage sites in St-Petersburg 
and Leningrad region. For example, Country Estates and Orthodox Monasteries of 
were built in 12-19 centuries. Among the owners of Country Estates were 
members of the royal family and famous public officials, military leaders, artists, 
composers, architects, writers. Nowadays a lot of Country Estates and Orthodox 
Monasteries are damaged, especially parks, landscapes and interiors. The 
restoration and renewal of them are very important for saving cultural heritage of 
Russia. That is why we want to bring the former meaning of country estates and 
orthodox monasteries as pieces of culture Heritage. These objects are located in 
the beautiful landscapes and untouched nature near the lakes. It is a unique 
workcamp for volunteers, who want to get in touch with the spirit of the history of 
the Estates and mystic of Orthodox Monasteries. Volunteers will have an 
opportunity to see different parts of the Russian Culture Heritage, learn 
architectural styles. Participants will have an opportunity to face ancient traditions 
of Old Rus¿, get to know with rites, signs, games and learn how to cook Russian 
traditional dishes.



WORK: Some days volunteers will visit some palaces and parks, which situated in 
St-Petersburg and Leningrad regions. Volunteers will help in picking up apples (if 
the apples will ripe) at orthodox monasteries, in gardens and parks. Some days 
volunteers will be engaged in improving parks: take care of harvest and trees, 
cure the trees, clean the hollows, clean the paths out of the garbage, etc. 
Volunteers will be working 5-6 hours per day 5 days a week under the supervision. 
The work will be combined with a cultural program. The big advantage of this 
workcamp is an opportunity to see both the imperial city St. Petersburg and the 
real Orthodox Monasteries.



ACCOMMODATION: Basic condition accommodation and food in St-Petersburg and 
in Leningrad region. Due to the relocating status of the camps, volunteers will live 
in different places (wooden house/school/office/dormitory/rental flat). More 
information will be announced in Infosheet later.



LEISURE TIME: St-Petersburg is a cultural capital of Russia. Volunteers will have 
an opportunity during the weekend to visit numerous museums, theatres, galleries 
and exhibitions, country residences of Emperors, Grand Princes and grandees: 
Peterhof ¿ city of fountains (www.peterhofmuseum.ru), Lomonosov, Tsarskoye

Selo (www.tzar.ru), Pavlovsk (www.pavlovskmuseum.ru) and just 
restored palace in Gatchina. Also at this time of the year, the city hosts a variety 
of festivals, concerts and folk events. At the monastery sites, volunteers will be 
able to take boats for little trips, swim in the lake, go fishing or pick different 
berries, drink tea from samovar and even go to the banya. In addition, there will 
be organized sport activities, meeting with local people and evenings of 
international cuisine will be organized, so it would be great if volunteers bring their 
traditional recipes and food.
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traditional recipes and food.



LOCATION: St. Petersburg/Leningrad Region. TERMINAL: Pulkovo International 
Airport is located about 17 km from the St- Petersburg center. We know that some 
of the volunteers have problems with the high cost of tickets to Saint Petersburg. 
We can recommend them to find economy flights not to St. Petersburg, but to 
Riga or Helsinki or other Finland city. It is a very short way from Riga or Helsinki 
to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.



SPECIAL REMARKS: Dates coincide with the camp for Russian speaking volunteers, 
living in EU. Volunteers from both camps will meet and undertake joint activities. 
Volunteers should bring working clothes, gloves and sleeping bags. Besides, it 
would be great to take something special from their countries (photos, food or 
small flags and souvenirs) for international party in the workcamp and 
demonstrate as special features of home country. The museums fees and local 
transport expenses are not going to be covered, volunteers will have to pay on 
their own. Due to the euro- ruble, currency this year the journey will be rather 
cheap.



EXTRA FEE: 40 Euro.
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Referencia: 12

MT10/16

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Autumn in the Orthodox monastery (C. EXTRA 40 EUR)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-MANU  - Cultural - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:09/09/2016Final Date:29/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

PROJECT: Work camp is relocating and it is the third year NGO Mir Tesen will 
organize it. There are many historical and cultural heritage sites, which were built 
in 12-19 centuries. Orthodox Monasteries are the great part of them. Many of the 
Monasteries are damaged; especially the landscapes and interiors and now they 
are being restored. These objects are located in the beautiful landscapes and 
untouched nature near the lakes. Therefore, it is a unique workcamp for 
volunteers, who want to get in touch with the spirit of history and mystic of 
Orthodox Monasteries. So, it will be possible to discuss different religions with 
monks. The big advantage of this workcamp is an opportunity to see both the 
imperial city St. Petersburg and the real Orthodox Monasteries. During this 
workcamp the volunteers can visit and work in several the most famous 
Monasteries. For example, Saint Alexander Nevsky Lavra in St. Petersburg that 
was

founded by one of the most outstanding tsar of Russia Peter the First in 1710, 
Coastal Monastery of St. Sergius located in the suburb of St. Petersburg, in Strelna 
and the other famous Cheremenetsky Monastery. It is placed in Leningradrad 
region near the top of the island on a leveled hill, surrounded by Cheremenetsky 
Lake. It takes 1 hour by train to get there.



WORK: Volunteers will be involved in the variety of activities. They will collect 
vegetables and fruits (potatoes, apples), help priors, and restore monasteries. 
Besides, volunteers will be engaged in improving gardens: take care of harvest 
and clean the paths. The work will be combined with a cultural program.



ACCOMMODATION: Because of the camp mobility, participants will live in several 
places during the camp: for 2-3 days in each monastery in St.-Petersburg and in 
Leningrad region. Host organization provides a basic condition accommodation 
(wooden house/school/office/dormitory/rental flat) and food. More information will 
be announced in Infosheet later.



LEISURE TIME: St-Petersburg is a cultural capital of Russia. Volunteers will have 
an opportunity during the weekend to visit numerous museums, theatres, galleries 
and exhibitions, country residences of Emperors, Grand Princes and grandees: 
Peterhof ¿ city of fountains (www.peterhofmuseum.ru), Lomonosov, Tsarskoye 
Selo (www.tzar.ru), Pavlovsk (www.pavlovskmuseum.ru) and just restored palace 
in Gatchina. Also at this time of the year, the city hosts a variety of festivals, 
concerts and folk events. At the monastery sites, volunteers will be able to take 
boats for little trips, swim in the lake, go fishing or pick different berries, drink tea 
from samovar and even go to the banya. Sometimes it will be also possible to 
discuss different religions with monks of the Monasteries. In addition, there will be 
organized sport activities, meeting with local people and evenings of international 
cuisine will be organized, so it would be great if volunteers bring their traditional 
recipes and food.
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LOCATION: St. Petersburg/Leningrad Region. TERMINAL: Pulkovo International 
Airport is located about 17 km from the St- Petersburg center. We know that some 
of the volunteers have problems with the high cost of tickets to Saint Petersburg. 
We can recommend them to find economy flights not to St. Petersburg, but to 
Riga or Helsinki or other Finland city. It is a very short way from Riga or Helsinki 
to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.



SPECIAL REMARKS: Volunteers should bring working clothes, gloves and sleeping 
bags. Besides, it would be great to take something special from their countries 
(photos, food or small flags and souvenirs) for international party in the workcamp 
and demonstrate as special features of home country. The museums fees and local 
transport expenses are not going to be covered, volunteers will have to pay on 
their own. Due to the euro- ruble, currency this year the journey will be rather 
cheap.

EXTRA FEE: 40 Euro
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Referencia: 13

PZ-02

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Interlingua (EXTRA FEE 25EUR, MEDIUM ENGLISH)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:05/07/2016Final Date:14/06/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project and partner:

INTERLINGUA CAMP is a project of summer linguistic camp which traditionally runs 
since 2001 with international participation. The host organization is a language 
school. Aim of the camp is widening horizons of young pupils and open for them a 
large world with various cultures and countries.Camp programme includes daily 
classes for kids and teens dedicated to regional studies programs - to get 
acquainted with various countries through films, songs, stories and plays.For elder 
children the program is aimed at personality development (exercises for 
developing skills of communication in a team, communication with peers, public 
speaking, overcoming communication barriers, communication with parents and 
adults, as well as the development of leadership qualities and the ability to defend 
their point of view in discussions).

Work 

The camp organizers would like to host volunteers from any part of our world with 
some experience in working with children, teaching activities with teens, making 
presentations and other creative skills.The volunteer is supposed to work with the 
children during the lessons, show them the presentation of his/her country, 
answer the questions, and take an active part in educational and creative life of 
the camp. The children may be interested in sport, dances, native language of the 
volunteer and he can teach them his/her native language, sport or whatever 
during the leisure time. During the day authorised teachers (not volunteers) look 
after the children and are responsible for them.

Accommodation and food 

The camp provides accommodation in buildings with all modern conveniences. 
There are twin and quad rooms. 3 meals a day provided. The area of the camp is 
securely fenced and guarded. Being with us in our linguistic camp "Interlingua" will 
make your summer holiday fun, exciting and memorable. On the last day of the 
camp all participants receive a personal certificate and a memorable gift.  

Location & leisure 

INTERLINGUA CAMP-summer linguistic camp takes place in a clean place - in 
Ramon Area, Tourist Base ¿Forest Fairy-Tale¿ (¿&#1051;&#1077;&#1089;
&#1085;&#1072;&#1103; &#1057;&#1082;&#1072;&#1079;&#1082;&#1072;
¿). The camp is far from the city noise. On the territory of the camp there is a 
cinema, canteen, river, a forest, tennis court, football pitch, kids¿ playground and 
residential buildings.   

Requirements: Volunteers should love kids! Good English! 



Meeting point: Voronezh. Nearest terminal Moscow and Voronezh. Meeting in 
Moscow at the airport can be organized by demand. 

Camp address: Russian Federation, Voronezhskaya oblast, Ramon  region, Tourist 
Base ¿Forest Fairy-Tale¿ (¿&#1051;&#1077;&#1089;&#1085;&#1072;&#1103; 
&#1057;&#1082;&#1072;&#1079;&#1082;&#1072;¿). The tourist Base ¿Forest 
Fairy-Tale¿  is located 35km from the city of Voronezh, in 3 km from Ramon 
station, p.Ramon, Ramon region.
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station, p.Ramon, Ramon region.
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Referencia: 14

PZ-03

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Wonder mountains (ML)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

MANU-CONS  - Manual work - ConstructionProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:14/08/2016Final Date:01/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project and partner:

Russian NGO InterAction Club creates its residence in a rural area. The aim is to 
create a voluntary center in a village next to a natural preserve "Divnogorye". The 
project runs since 2012 and has already hosted several international workcamps. 
The project is suitable for adventurous and creative volunteers who prefer to 
deepen into the real life of a different country. This particular experience provides 
volunteers an opportunity to live rural life in nature in a Russian village still being 
a center of cultural and artistic life of the region. The unique place ¿ village 
Divnogorye ¿ can be translated as Wonder Mountains. Next to the village is 
situated a natural preserve. It includes treasures for scientists of different areas 
(archeologists, ornithologists, geologists and architects). A river, high chalk hills as 
the border of ice age period and breathtaking view to the valley brings to this 
place artists, pilgrims and nature lovers.



Work: 

Various tasks are open for volunteers: cleaning the territory from bushes, 
construction gates, cleaning and painting walls. Volunteers are welcomed to take 
care of the garden, repair some parts of the furniture, install gates and make 
some outdoor and indoor decorations. We invite volunteers able to carry out 
physical work, carry heavy objects and able to use simple tools for gardening. 
There will be opportunities to implement creative ideas of volunteers who work 
with metal or wood or outdoor design. There will be a lot of manual work open air.



Accommodation and food: 

Volunteers will be accommodated in a village house, 3-4 participants per room, 
male and female in separated rooms. Water for shower will be heated by the sun, 
the river is 15 min walk from the host house, toilets are very simple (of the latrine 
type). Volunteers will cook for themselves on the electrical oven. Drinking water 
will be taken from a dwell. Banya (Russian type of sauna) can be organized by 
demand. There will be 2 local camp leaders, who will support volunteers in the 
practical issues. On weekends volunteers will go sightseeing. It is important that 
you bring warm clothes and a warm sleeping bag.



Location & leisure 

Divnogorye is a small but very famous place thanks to its touristic attractions: 
natural preserve, ancient monastery including churches made inside chalk hills and 
a beautiful river. In the village a lot of artistic events take place, such as modern 
arts installation and performances, concerts and seminars. There is a famous site 
for archeologists and soil scientists, as well as for zoologists, ecologists and just 
simply nature lovers. Volunteers can join events running in the village at the camp 
term. Additionally, excursions and day trips will be organized to natural preserve 
and open air museum Divnogorye, to the neighbor towns and to the city Voronezh. 
Volunteers can swim, go fishing, hiking and take sunbaths without any limitations!
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Requirements 

Motivation letter. Volunteers with allergies have to be attentive - physical work, a 
lot of sun, a lot of plants and herbs. Please, bring a sleeping bag and a repellent!



Meeting point 

Moscow and Liski (the nearest town to the camp venue). Nearest terminal: 
Moscow and Voronezh



Camp address: 

Russian Federation, Voronezhskaya oblast, Liski region, village Peski-
Kharkovskiye, ul. Podgornaya, 36
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Referencia: 15

PZ-04

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Folklore (ML,CV, Medium English)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

FEST-ART  - Festival-Art CampProject:

30Max Age:21Min Age:15/08/2016Final Date:24/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project and partner:

Natural landscape park Lomy  invites volunteers to help in the organization of the 
festival of folklore and artistic crafts. The host organization is the department of 
culture of municipality district. Lomy is a quite isolated small farmstead arranged 
in a very artistic way  (http://lomypark.ru/). During 10 years the festival  "Song ¿ 
like Rus, Crafts ¿ like Rus" takes place at the countryside Lomy in the middle of 
steppes and collects around 8000 visitors, as well as musicians from Russia and 
the neighbouring countries, who save  and perform their original singing tradition 
not only Russian, but also of the folks and nationalities living on the territory of 
Russian Federation.

Work: 

The volunteers will prepare the park area for festival, landscaping (decorating, 
painting benches, flowerbeds, cleaning and etc), help in meeting artists and 
reception, assistance in organizing food and placement of performers. As well as 
cleaning of the area during the festival (12, 13, 14 August) and after  the festival. 
Weekends are free, except the time of the festival ¿ during some preparation days 
and during the festival the volunteers are expected to be a part of all festivities as 
helpers for giving out meals for guests and participants, as cleaners and as 
figurants in performances on the stage. Possible changes could be because of 
rainy weather.

Accommodation and food 

In summer houses. Mattresses, pillows, blankets and bed sheets will be provided 
by host organisation. Volunteers will eat at the local canteen together with the 
staff of the festival organisers. Vegetarian food is possible, but without a lot of 
variety! Volunteers will have cleaning duties during the camp. The shower with 
warm water is available in the administrative building, which is located next to the 
volunteers living area. No Internet at the venue.

Location & leisure 

Location: The festival venue is located near the village of Vorob'evka (Vorobyevsky 
district of Voronezh region) next to the border to Volgograd region.  Next big cities 
are Voronezh and Volgograd (250 km to each). It is a remote area, next shop is 5 
km away from the site. No daily transportation to big cities. 

Leisure: During the festival the volunteers may take part in workshops proposed 
by artists at the fest. There will be excursions to the city Voronezh, to an 
archeological site Konstionki (according the interest of the group). Daily 
swimming, fishing, walking in the forest and all other pleasures of living in nature 
are at volunteers disposal.

Requirements :Motivation letter needed. Volunteers have to able to complete 
physical work mostly open air. 

Study part:During the festival a lot of artists and masters of traditional crafts will 
give classes during 2 days of the event. Volunteers will be able to participate 
workshops by choice (traditional crafts such as making original musical 
instruments or working with clay or a singing workshop ¿ workshops will be 
defined closer to the date of the festival).
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defined closer to the date of the festival).

Fee:25 EURO is to cover costs of the workshop materials, work of the master and 
administrative costs of the camp. The fee¿d to be paid upon arrival.
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Referencia: 16

PZ-06

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Biosphere (ML)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-MANU  - Environmental-Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/07/2016Final Date:28/06/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Project and partner:

Attention! Dates can change about 2 days sooner or later.



The aim of the project is to maintain an eco-path for people limited by their sight. 
The project will take place in Voronezh Biosphere Reserve. It's a large natural 
area, a unique combination of relief and climate, rich of flora and fauna and 
surrounded by forests and steppes.

The reserve is one of the biggest nursery of beavers, it serves to protect and 
breed these animals, which had nearly all been killed by early last century. 
Volunteers will have the chance to observe the life of the beavers and to help the 
workers with looking after and feeding them. The Voronezh Biosphere Reserve 
abounds in historical and cultural landmarks and it was a part of the vast territory 
of the Russian-Tatar border. There are fragments of fortified structures and 
settlements serving a reminder of the Russian-Tatar period. There is a natural 
history museum on the site of the reserve. More detailed you can read here in 
Russian http://www.zapovednik-vrn.ru/ Volunteers will have an opportunity to 
attend a number of lectures and discussions on botany, zoology and the history of 
the place provided by the biologists and the scientists working on the site.



Work: 

Volunteers will participate in the following activities: clearing the path for visitors,  
participate in forest work, helping to care for the horses, take part in harvesting 
the hay for the horses, take care of the territory of the reserve - lawn care, 
pruning bushes and trees.

In addition, volunteers will be able to watch and feed the otters and enjoy the 
pleasant moments next to the river.



Location: 

The camp is situated in suburbs of the city Voronezh- the capital of the Central 
Black Earth Region  of Russia. The city is located 500 km to the south from 
Moscow and has very good connections Moscow-Voronezh via railway, busses and 
planes. Voronezh also has international airport with flights to certain cities: 
Munich, Istanbul, Yerevan etc. The natural preserve area is around 1 hour bus ride 
from the city. The transfer of volunteers will be organized from Voronezh. A 
representative of the host organization, if necessary, may meet volunteers in 
Moscow and help them find their way in Voronezh.



Leisure: Excursions will be organized Nature Biosphere Reserve and city Ramon.



Accommodation:  

Tent camp. Tents provided by the Reserve. It is important that you bring warm 
clothes and warm sleeping bag, especially during the night. Toilets are outside. 
There will be equipped summer shower and banya - Russian type of sauna. 
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Food: 

Meals prepared by volunteers in an open-air portable kitchen.  Vegetarian food is 
possible, since the volunteers will cook by themselves. You will cook in a cooking 
place which is also equipped by a fridge and a stove; dishes and kitchenware will 
be provided. The camp is not suitable for vegetarians.

 

Requirements:  

Motivation letter. Volunteers with allergies have to be attentive - physical work, a 
lot of sun, a lot of plants and herbs. Please, bring a sleeping bag, mattresses, 
sunscreen and a repellent.



Meeting point: Voronezh. Nearest terminal Voronezh and Moscow.



Camp address: 394080, Russian Federation, Voronezhskaya oblast, National Park, 
Central Estate.
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Referencia: 17

SF-04

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Berezca ( cert. medico, cert. trabajo con niños)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:26/08/2016Final Date:06/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The camp will be hosted in the children Center ¿Berezka¿ that implements children 
camps and  non-formal educational activities for children in Yaroslavl region since 
1965 year. Every year the Center hosts more than 2000 children. During the every 
shift a lot of educational and entertaining activities are organized for children by 
professional educators and animators. The Center hosts international volunteers 
for already 4 years.   

WORK

Volunteers will organize English classes for children, help with different 
educational, cultural and sport activities during the camp. 

ACCOMMODATION

Rooms for 2-3 people. Food will be provided by the canteen.



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Fishing, swimming, sport activities, excursions, learning Russian language.



TERMINAL

Yaroslavl train station or airport.



REQUIREMENTS

Volunteers should provide the document from their doctor that they are healthy 
and are permitted to work with children. 



NOTES

The camp is located near Yaroslavl  in a very picturesque place near the river.   
Yaroslavl - one of the oldest Russian cities, founded in the XI century and reached 
its heyday in the XVII century, in 2010 the city celebrated its millennium. The 
historic city center, situated at the confluence of the Volga and the Kotorosl rivers, 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Yaroslavl is traditionally considered one of the 
main objects of the Golden Ring of Russia.
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Referencia: 18

SF-05

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Students eco-raidsName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI  - EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/08/2016Final Date:02/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The project is organized by ITMO University in St. Petersburg.  It`s one of the 
leading Universities in Russia in the field of information and photonic technologies. 
Together with high level educational work University provides students with 
opportunities for social life. There are student government, student ecological 
group and voluntary organization dealing with different social issues.  International 
volunteers will cooperate with students involved in environmental voluntary work 
in order to exchange with the best practices, develop solidarity and mutual 
understanding between young people from different countries. Volunteers will 
work outside of the city in the University educational sport Center for students 
¿Yagodnoe¿ (100 km from St. Petersburg).      

WORK

Volunteers will be asked to implement following tasks: - collect and separate 
garbage in the touristic area near the Center, - clean campfires in touristic 
places,  - organize non-formal education ecological activities for tourists, -

pave hiking paths,  - renovation work in the Center. Volunteers will work about 
6 hours a day. In addition, volunteers will take part in lectures on medicinal plants 
and ecological features of garbage collection.



ACCOMMODATION

Volunteers will stay in wooden houses in the rooms for 2-4 persons. Showers and 
toilets will be provided in the separated houses. Breakfasts, lunches and dinners 
will be provided by a canteen. 



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Volunteers will be able to visit St. Petersburg and surroundings during weekends. 
In the camp it¿s possible to play games, do any sport activities, go swimming and 
boating.



TERMINAL

St. Petersburg airport or railway station
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Referencia: 19

SF-06

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Hope camp (cert. medico, cert. trabajo con niños)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS-DISA-ENVI  - Work with kids-Mental Physical disabled-EnvironmenProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:21/08/2016Final Date:08/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The camp is hosted by Smolensk regional public youth organization ¿Rassvet-S¿ 
on the base of a rehabilitation center for children and youth ¿Cherry¿. The center 
was established in 1981 as a children¿s health-improving camp. Since 2006 it 
became a rehabilitation centre for children. Every year the center hosts about 
3000 children. There are children with different kinds of disabilities: infantile 
cerebral paralysis and other physical and mental disabilities.  

WORK

Volunteers will help to organize entertaining activities and sport games for the 
children. Also they will help tutors in the activities aimed at the social 
rehabilitation of disabled children: games, painting, organizing workshops. 
Volunteers together with children will attend hiking tour and will be asked to help 
tutors to take care of the children and help with technical things like cook food, 
make fire, set tents etc. Also volunteers will be asked to organize open air events 
for children who live in the Center and other children in the city: concerts, games, 
workshops. Volunteers will participate in the round table with guests from the city 
social services ¿Volunteering without borders¿. Help with renovation of the center 
(cleaning, painting, etc) 

ACCOMMODATION

Rooms for 5-7 people in a building with all facilities (bathroom, toilet; it is also 
possible to organize laundering). Food will be prepared in the canteen.



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Having picnics in the forest, making a tour in Smolensk city. The volunteers will be 
able to visit Smolensk Kremlin and the most interesting museums, including a 
Second World War museum and a Diamond processing factory. Also a trip to a 
national park ¿Smolensk lakeside¿ is planned. Volunteers will have opportunity to 
see real Russian village.



TERMINAL

Smolensk train station or airport.



REQUIREMENTS

Volunteers should provide the document from their doctor that they are healthy 
and are permitted to work with children.
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Referencia: 20

SF-07

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Following dinosaursName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ARCH-ENVI  - Archaeological-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/08/2016Final Date:08/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The camp is organized by the Center of Tourism Development of Kirov Region for 
active volunteers aged 15 - 25 eager to learn about the history and culture of 
Kirov region and contribute to the developing of tourism while working as part of 
an international team. Participants of the camp will visit the Paleontological 
Museum in Kirov and Kotelnich, Dinopark and pareiasaur findspot in Kotelnich 
District. Volunteers will provide all possible assistance in landscaping of the 
Dinopark and pareiasaur findspot and visit the village of Leninskaya Iskra and 
History of the Peasantry Museum which offers an interesting program introducing 
the guests to traditional folk culture. 

WORK

Creating photo, video and other promotional materials about Kirov region, the 
project, and international volunteering will be an important part of the program. 
Volunteers will be engaged in a rich cultural programme and are expected to be 
able to share about their experience online in the form of posts, creation of photo 
and video materials and tour routes; Translation of materials and helping plan 
interactive an excursion at the local Paleontological Museum will be an important 
part of the project, as well; Volunteers will also carry out ecological work in the 
open-air Dino-park: cleaning of the territory, gardening, taking care of the 
exhibits; Volunteers should be also ready to make presentations of their own 
culture for other camp participants and local youth. 

ACCOMMODATION

Volunteers will stay in the school building (female and male rooms). Shower will 
be provided. Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be organized at the local cafe. 



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Excursions, workshops on Russian folk culture, Russian sauna (banya), 
intercultural events. International culture nights as well as team-building and 
leadership trainings will also be an important part of the program.



TERMINAL

Kotelnich (Kirov region), 123 km from Kirov. Transport from Kirov to Kotelnich is 
provided by the host organization. The nearest terminal is Kirov railway station 
and airport.



REQUIREMENTS

Sleeping bags are necessary
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Referencia: 21

SF-08

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Springboard (cert.medico, cert. trabajo con niños)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

SPORT-KIDS  - Sport - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/07/2016Final Date:02/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The camp is organized by youth NGO ¿World without borders¿. The main aim of 
this organization is to promote the cultural diversity of Kirov region and to develop 
multicultural dialogue between local young people and their peers from different 
countries.  The goal of the camp is to create conditions to enrich the experience of 
young people in self-organizing their leisure and everyday life, the development of 
cross-cultural interaction. Volunteers will work in the team of professional group 
leaders, sport trainers and instructors and animators.  

WORK

Volunteer will help to organize ice-breakers, teambuilding, sports and outdoor 
games, youth leisure activities. Run workshops about culture of their country. The 
workshops should include stories about traditions, customs, folk games, cuisine, 
language of the country presented. Volunteers can work and support professional 
workers in: non-formal education activities (workshops about different cultures 
and languages, healthy life style etc.) art activities (art workshops, preparing 
evening concerts and performances).  



ACCOMMODATION

Tents for 3-4 people, (sleeping bag and a mattress are required). Toilets and 
showers will be organized in special cabins outside. Unfortunately, vegetarian food 
can not be provided! Therefore, the desire and ability to eat meat is a very 
important condition for work in the camp :)



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Swimming, sport activities, hiking.  Volunteers will be able to visit places of pagan 
prayers of Mari - sacred groves in the reserve and go camping with other 
participants.



TERMINAL

Kirov railway station and airport. Transfer will be provided.



REQUIREMENTS

Volunteers should be able to communicate with children, know different game 
forms of work with young people, have presentation skills, be sociable, 
responsible, organized,  meat eater and ready to live in field conditions. Medical 
document that proves permission to work with children.



NOTES

The camp is located in beautiful botanical and geological complex Chimbulatskiy 
that has a river, a small mountain as well as forest and field landscapes. 
Volunteers will have a chance to be totally isolated from the civilization and feel a 
part of nature.
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part of nature.
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Referencia: 22

SF-11

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Ogorod (EXTRA FEE 85 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-AGRI  - Environmental-AgricultureProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/07/2016Final Date:06/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The host for this project is a very nice elderly woman. She runs a small folk center 
of Russian traditions and she needs help in maintaining and developing. Volunteers 
will have a great opportunity to know what it feels like to have a grandmother in a 
village and know more about traditional Russian rural life. Volunteers will learn a 
lot about traditional rural life in Russia, old traditions and folklore, Russian 
mythology.



WORK

The main tasks in this project will be connected with farming: weeding, watering, 
collecting berries, herbs, and hay. Be ready for physical work as painting fence 
and flatten the ground. Volunteers will also prepare the ground for gardening 
medicinal herbs and will get a common knowledge about them. During the second 
week of the camp volunteers will help with organization of the local folk festival. 
They will have an opportunity to gain new skills and run folk workshops by their 
own on the festival.



ACCOMMODATION

Volunteers will stay in a wooden house, 3 persons per room. There is an equipped 
kitchen on the first floor. Bathroom is situated in another building and available for 
2 hours after work every day. The toilet is outhouse. Washing machine is 
available. Volunteers will be in charge of cooking and cleaning the house.



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Volunteers will be able to visit St. Petersburg and surroundings during weekends. 
At free time there is an opportunity to go swimming, walk in the forest and pick up 
mushrooms and berries. It¿s a good idea to take your favorite board games and 
musical instruments. There is also a nice fireplace near the house for evening 
gathering.



TERMINAL

St. Petersburg airport or railway station



REQUIREMENTS

Extra fee 85 Euro



NOTES

Otradnoye is a really small town 35 km away from St. Petersburg. So, it¿s very 
easy to go and explore it during weekends.
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Referencia: 23

SF-12

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Artland festName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

DISA-FEST-ENVI  - Mentally disabled-Festival Camp-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/09/2016Final Date:21/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

The main aim of this camp is to organize a street festival of sports and arts for 
people with disabilities. The camp is organized by the Center of Volunteering 
Development of Karelia which is based in Petrozavodsk. This organization is very 
experienced in working not only with local, but also with international volunteers. 
Petrozavodsk is the capital city of the Republic of Karelia, in the Northern part of 
Russia and very famous for beautiful nature and historically significant Lake 
Onega. Petrozavodsk is a quite big city with a lot of possibilities to spend free 
time.



WORK

The main task for the volunteers will be to prepare space to let people with 
disabilities try themselves in creative area (music playing, songs singing, poems 
performing, etc). Volunteers will come up with ideas of creative activities, develop 
programme and schedule of the festival. They will also run workshops, organize 
ecological short movies show with discussion, and help with decorating the festival 
area.



ACCOMMODATION

Volunteers will be accommodated in the youth center, shared rooms for 5-6 
people. Sleeping bags are necessary! Shared facilities. Food ¿ self-service. Bring 
your favorite food and spices for national food party.



LANGUAGE

English



LEISURE TIME

Volunteers will have a guided tour around Petrozavodsk. It¿s quite a big city, so 
there are some things to do there. Volunteers will also be able to play boardgames 
and on the weekend, they will be taken to the Kivach National Reserve where they 
will visit famous Kivach falls. It¿s also posible to go swimming and fishing.



TERMINAL

Petrozavodsk airport, railway station, bus station. It¿s easy to get there from St. 
Petersburg



REQUIREMENTS

Participants should be motivated to work with people with disabilities and share 
their art skills.
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Referencia: 24

WHV-MT05/16

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Country Estates in St. Petersburg (C.EXTRA 40 EUR)Name:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

CULT-ENVI  - Cultural-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:29/07/2016Final Date:18/07/2016Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

PROJECT: The host organization NGO ¿Mir tesen¿ is the associated member of 
Coordinating Committee for International    Voluntary    Service    (CCIVS)
/UNESCO http://www.ccivs.org/ since  2012. World Heritage of St- Petersburg 
(¿Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups Monuments") consists 
not only of well- known historical center of St. Petersburg, palaces and park 
ensembles of its suburbs , but also a little known historical part Imperial country 
estates and other historical and cultural monuments

(link http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/540  ).

Country Estates of the St-Petersburg region were built in 18- 19 centuries. Among 
the owners there were members of the royal family and famous statesmen, 
military leaders, artists, composers, architects, writers.

International volunteers will work in the WH site ¿Palace

and Park Ensemble¿ (18-19 centuries) in the village Gostilitsy, situated 67 km far 
from St-Petersburg (Lomonosov District, Leningrad region). One side, the WH 
monument is under serious threat of destruction. On the other hand, it has a very 
long and rich history. Empress Elizabeth is often visited this place for royal 
hunting. The Country Estate in the village Gostilitsy has a unique park of 85 
hectares.



WORK: Under supervision of local experts the volunteers will be engaged in 
improving the park: take care of plantation of trees, mow the meadows, cure the 
trees, clean the hollows, sweep the grounds, cleaning them out of the garbage, 
create information panels about the WH site; improve the paths around the 
Palace. Part-time volunteers to help set up and equip a special house for the 
volunteers in close proximity to the palace (to paint the walls and windows, install 
equipment bed, hang posters of the cultural heritage), will help build an outdoor 
kitchen and other.

Few days volunteers will visit and work in some other World Heritage sites near 
St-Petersburg: Tsarskoye Selo , Gatchina, I. Repin Estate "The Penates", Ensemble 
of the Orthodox Monastery of St. Sergius and others.



ACCOMMODATION: Host organisation provides a basic condition accommodation 
and food in St-Petersburg and in Leningrad region. Volunteers will live in wooden 
house or in the local school in the village Gostilitsy. Weekend volunteers will live in 
St- Petersburg.



LEISURE TIME: St-Petersburg is a cultural capital of Russia. Volunteers will have 
an opportunity to visit numerous museums, theatres, galleries and exhibitions, 
country residences of Emperors, Grand Princes and grandees: Peterhof ¿ city of 
fountains (www.peterhofmuseum.ru), Lomonosov, Tsarskoye Selo (www.tzar.ru), 
Pavlovsk (www.pavlovskmuseum.ru) and just restored palace in Gatchina. Also at 
this time of the year, the city hosts a variety of festivals, concerts and folk events. 
Each year millions of tourists come to St.Petersburg for walking at night along the 
Neva River, watching the bridges raise.. Meeting with local people and evenings of 
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Neva River, watching the bridges raise.. Meeting with local people and evenings of 
international cuisine will be organized, so it would be great if volunteers bring their 
traditional recipes and food. A group of international volunteers together with local 
youth will prepare a performance for promote the WH site. Volunteers will prepare 
the historical reconstruction of the events of the 18-19th centuries. It might be the 
mysterious fortunes of famous persons.



LOCATION: St. Petersburg/Leningrad region. TERMINAL: Pulkovo International 
Airport is located about 17 km from the St.Petersburg center. We know that some 
of the volunteers have problems with the high cost of tickets to Saint Petersburg. 
We can recommend them to find economy flights not to St. Petersburg, but to 
Riga or Helsinki or other Finland city. It is a very short way from Riga or Helsinki 
to our city not only by plane, but also by bus or train.

SPECIAL REMARKS: The project will have a study part. Volunteers are supposed to 
prepare presentations for local community about the ways (model) of 
preservations World Heritage sites in their home countries. Also volunteers will 
discuss about importance of preserving the flora and fauna of the parks as green 
heritage in the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity. The workshop will be 
organized devoted to the World Heritage. Volunteers are supposed to prepare 
presentations about World Heritage sites in their home countries. Volunteers 
should bring working clothes, gloves and sleeping bags. The museums fees and 
local transport expenses aren't going to be covered, volunteers will have to pay on 
their own. However, due to the euro-ruble currency this year the journey will be 
rather cheap. We ask volunteers to send us motivation letters.



EXTRA FEE: 40 Euro.
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Referencia: 25

W4U-MTV-03

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

KeskilName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:11/08/2016Final Date:22/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Center for Continuing Education, part of the Yakutia Ministry of Education 
organizes this summer camp for kids.

Work: Having classes with children: music (synthesizer, the basics of music 
theory), painting or interactive language lessons (English or native to the 
volunteers). 2 hours every day, except Saturday and Sunday.

Accommodation & Food: Participants will live in the wooden house, with beds, 
blankets and bed linen, volunteers will have a room for the two of them. Shower 
with hot water and bathroom are outside. Meals 3 times a day will be provided in 
the camp¿s canteen. 

Location & Leisure: The Sakha (Yakutia) is a federal subject of Russia located in 
Far Eastern part of Siberia. It¿s famous for its diamond mines. It has a population 
of 1 million people, consisting mainly of ethnic Yakuts and Russians.

The territory is huge, the eighth largest territory in the world, if the federal 
subjects of Russia were compared with other countries. Its capital is the city of 
Yakutsk. 

It has extremely cold climate in winter (can reach -72 degrees of calcium), but 
very warm in simmer (can reach +40 degrees of calcium). 

You will have a pleasure to observe ¿white nights¿ ¿ a very special northern 
phenomenon, when it never gets dark, twilight during the whole night. Also as a 
group volunteers can visit local sights, museums, etc.

In their free time volunteers can participate in all sorts of master-classes and 
activities organized on the territory of the camp, which are a lot: playing on local 
instruments, doing sports, playing with kids, etc. At the same time the camp will 
be used to host Summer International Children¿s Games, so there are probably 
going to be more foreigners during the projects and volunteers can watch the 
Games. At least two excursions will be organized by the local host. Volunteers can 
always go to town if they wish. 

Requirements: Project specific motivation letter. Experience in working with 
children, artistic skills (for example, in music or painting). Minimum stay ¿ 3 
weeks. 

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Yakutsk, republic Sakha (Yakutia), Siberia, Russian 
Federation

Additional information: Volunteers get pocket money during the project.

Summary: Volunteers will get an opportunity to spend more than 3 weeks at Far 
Eastern part of Siberia sharing their artistic talents with children.
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Referencia: 26

W4U-02

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Tolstoy worldName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:23/07/2016Final Date:09/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: The state memorial and natural reserve «Museum-estate of Leo Tolstoy 
«Yasnaya Polyana» is one of the largest museum-reserves in the country. This is 
where the famous writer wrote his masterpieces such as «War and Peace» and 
«Anna Karenina». The territory is huge, there is a genuine manor house of 
&#1061;VIII-&#1061;I&#1061; centuries, Leo Tolstoy's grave, parks, gardens, 
forests, meadows and agricultural land. 

Work: Volunteers work from 9 till 15.30 with a break for lunch. They do 
environmental work ¿ collect branches, work in gardens and greenhouses.

Accommodation & Food: Volunteers will stay in a hotel, 15 minutes walk from the 
museum. There are showers, bathrooms, beds and tables in each room. 

Three meals will be provided for the volunteers.

Location & Leisure: On the territory of the estate there are unique historical 
buildings surrounded by forests, gardens and picturesque landscapes. Walking in 
this place transports visitors into the world of Russian noble estate of the XIX 
century.

Museum organizes a cultural program ¿ excursion to the museum of Leo Tolstoy, a 
biking tour around the estate, tour to the exhibition of folk art, master-classes in 
ceramics and floral design, etc. There is a hall in the hotel where volunteers will 
meet up in the evenings to relax and have fun. There are more areas outside 
where they can also spend free time or visit cities around during free days. 

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Tula, can be reached from Moscow by train, car or bus.

Summary: Volunteers will help in the museum-estate of Leo Tolstoy. For those 
who enjoy culture, history, literature and wonderful landscapes.
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Referencia: 27

W4U-03

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

STARKAName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ARCH-CULT  - Archaeology - CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:31/07/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Old Ryazan archeological expedition has been organized by the Institute 
of Archeology (Russian Academy of Science) for more than 20 years now. Many 
treasures were found on the territory of the Old Ryazan settlement, some of them 
are now displayed in the Kremlin Armoury in Moscow. The majority of findings 
date back to the XI-XIII century. Volunteers will get a chance to experience the 
pristine Russian culture and take part in a real scientific expedition. 

Old Ryazan is one of the largest Ancient Russian towns of XII-XIII centuries, it was 
the capital of the Great Principality of Ryazan and is the biggest archeological 
settlement in Russia. The city was destroyed in 1237 during the mongol invasion. 
Old Ryazan settlement is protected by the state as an archeological reserve and 
historical and landscape monument of federal significance. 

Work: Assisting during archeological excavation together with other participants of 
the expedition under guidance of experienced archeologists. Volunteers work 
about 7 hours per day with a lunch break 6 days a week. There are many different 
types of work that volunteers can do including not physically demanding tasks, 
this is why anyone can take part in the project. 

Accommodation & Food: Volunteers will live in tents (two people in one tent) in 
expedition field camp situated close to the working place. There is electricity in the 
camp, mobile and Internet coverage from volunteers¿ devices.  There is also a 
shower with hot water and camp sauna. 

Volunteers eat with other participants of the expedition 4 times a day (vegetarian 
menu is also possible). 

The camp is located close to the town, which means that if needed volunteers can 
go to shops, supermarkets, pharmacies. 

Location & Leisure: Old Ryazan settlement, Ryazan region (4 km from Spassk 
town, an hour drive from Ryazan).

The camp is located on the banks of a river in a very interesting place from natural 
and cultural points of view. After work volunteers can go to the town, go for a 
walk, swim in the river or watch a movie together (there is a projector and a 
screen in the camp). During the free days some excursions around local sights will 
be organized for the volunteers and participants will certainly get all the 
information about the site and the objects they are looking for.

Requirements: Motivation letter. The experience of leaving in field conditions is 
welcomed. 

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Town Spassk, one-hour drive from Ryazan. Volunteers 
will most probably meet in Moscow and go to Ryazan together. Early arrival to 
Moscow on that day or better the day before is recommended, so that there is 
enough time to reach the place.

Summary: This is the biggest archeological expedition in Russia and a very fruitful 
one. The probability is very high that you will find some of the relics from XI-XIII 
century yourself!
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Referencia: 28

W4U-04

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Solovki Botanical GardenName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ENVI-CULT  - environmental-culturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/08/2016Final Date:17/07/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: This is a UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers project. It is organized in 
cooperation with Solovki State Historical and Architectural Museum-Reserve, which 
is well-known due to Solovetsky Monastery. Since 15th century Solovetsky 
Archipelago with its monastery was a religious citadel in the Russian North before 
being closed by Soviet government in 1920 and turned into a special Soviet prison 
and labour camp (1926¿1939), the Gulag, - for some people the site still reminds 
of this horrible period in USSR history, a symbol of Stalin¿s repressions.

Work: The project aims at assisting in preservation of the World Heritage site by 
doing physical work and organizing educational activities. Volunteers themselves 
will learn about the history and uniqueness of the Solovetsky Islands Ensemble 
and help enrich biodiversity of the Islands¿ ecosystem. They will raise awareness 
on heritage issues as well as promote World Heritage Volunteers initiative among 
locals and visitors. 

During the project volunteers will work at the Botanical Garden founded by the 
monks in 1822, namely plant, weed, and fertilize trees, herbs and flowers of 
cultural and historical significance. They will also plant seeds (seedlings) that they 
are to bring from home to contribute to the variety of the plants on the Islands 
(more on that will be provided in the information list). Moreover, international 
volunteers will participate in workshops and presentations of the World Heritage 
Volunteers campaign and discuss with locals, tourists and Russian volunteers the 
importance of heritage preservation.

Accommodation & Food: Volunteers will live in tents in a well-equipped camping of 
the garden. Food will be provided; volunteers will cook by themselves as a group.

Location & Leisure: The Solovetsky archipelago comprises of six islands in the 
western part of the White Sea less then 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle. They 
have been inhabited since the 5th century B.C. and important traces of human 
presence from as far back as the 5th millennium B.C. can be found there. Since 
15th century Solovetsky Archipelago with its monastery was a religious citadel of 
the Russian North, there are several churches dating back to 16th-19th century.

Requirements: Volunteers are going to live on the campsite of the Botanical 
Garden. There you¿ll need some regular clothes for work and rest. But as soon as 
we decide to have an excursion and visit some monastery or church you will have 
to follow the rules of the place. Girls should wear long skirts, which should cover 
their knees. Their heads should be also covered by headscarf or something like 
this, also your arms should be covered with long sleeves. 

Boys shouldn¿t wear T-shirts and shorts in the monastery, their legs and arms 
should be covered. They don¿t have to cover their head while visiting church. 

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Nearest terminal is Kem, a small town in Karelia. It 
takes 2 hours to travel from Kem to the island by boat. Volunteers have to arrive 
at least 2 days before the project starts. We suggest arriving to Saint-Petersburg. 
Meeting point will be in Saint-Petersburg, then participants will go together with 
camp-leaders to Kem by train (it takes 16 hours), then by boat to the island.

Summary: Volunteers have an opportunity to take part in a volunteering project at 
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Summary: Volunteers have an opportunity to take part in a volunteering project at 
a UNESCO World Heritage site, visit magnificent Solovetsky Archipelago, work at 
the monastery garden, learn about the history of the place, see white whales and 
so on!
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Referencia: 29

W4U-05

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

PerspectiveName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO  - RenovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:05/08/2016Final Date:18/07/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: The workcamp is run in the cooperation with regional government. During 
the last few years the Children¿s home (2009) and the House of mercy (2009) in 
Tutaev, Pensioner¿s apartments, an accomplishment of parks to the 1000 years 
anniversary of the Yaroslavl city (2010), schools, kindergartens and social 
rehabilitation centres (2011-2014) have been repaired.

Work: This workcamp is run by the regional government since 2004. The 
Children's home (2009) and the House of mercy (2009), pensioner¿s apartments, 
an accomplishment of parks to the 1000 anniversary of the Yaroslavl city (2010), 
schools, kindergartens and social rehabilitation centers (2011-2014), museum and 
monument (2015) has been repaired. 

This year volunteers will renovate social objects (museums, houses-boarding 
schools, schools, etc.) and monuments. Volunteers will work together with Russian 
participants of the camp. Work 6 hours a day except 1 day in week.

Accommodation & Food: Lodging, food and excursions are provided by the local 
host. Volunteers will live in a hostel, located not far from the work place, toilet and 
bathroom on the floor. There will be a bus to reach a working place. Meals 3 times 
a day will be provided in the canteen. Alcohol is prohibited in our camp.

Location & Leisure: This camp is a great opportunity to see one of the small towns 
of Russia. Tutaev was founded in 1283. It is situated at the banks of the river 
Volga between Yaroslavl (38 km) and Rybinsk (42 km). 

On days off we offer excursions and free time activities. Volunteers may enjoy 
hiking around the area, where are many museums, churches and beautiful nature. 
The trip to Yaroslavl¿ ¿ a regional center and one of the oldest and most beautiful 
cities of the ¿Golden ring¿ of Russia will be organized.

Requirements: Interest in Russian culture

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Yaroslavl, 3 hours by train OR 4-5 hours by bus from 
Moscow 

Summary: Volunteers will renovate buildings of social importance in a small town 
close to Yaroslavl, which is one of the most beautiful cities located in the European 
part of Russia.
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Referencia: 30

W4U-06

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

Not of this worldName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

RENO-CULT  - Restoration-CulturalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2016Final Date:05/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: Project takes place in Novodevichy Convent, which is situated in Saint-
Petersburg.

Work: Volunteers will help with renovation works in the monastery school for kids.

Accommodation & Food: Volunteers will stay in a dormitory in the area of 
Novodevichy Convent. Monastery provides beds with blankets, pillows etc. 
Monastery provides ordinary (with meat) or vegetarian food. Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner will be served in a monastery canteen.

Location & Leisure: Participants will be able to see the inner life of the Orthodox 
monastery. If volunteers would like to ask questions about Orthodox religion, they 
will be able to have a conversation with one of the nuns. The monastery is situated 
in the center of St. Petersburg. St. Petersburg is famous for being a ¿cultural 
capital¿ of Russia.

Requirements: Volunteers should be tolerant to Orthodox religion, to follow dress 
code ¿ for girls it is long skits, which should cover their knee, their heads should 
be covered by headscarf or something like this. Boys shouldn¿t wear T-shirts and 
shorts in the monastery ¿ more details about dress code you will find in the 
infosheet.

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: Nearest terminal is Saint-Petersburg.

Summary: A great way to learn about the Orthodox religion while staying in the 
center of Saint Petersburg.
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Referencia: 31

W4U-07

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

GuslitsaName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ART-MANU  - Art camp-Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:21/08/2016Final Date:07/08/2016Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: «Guslitsa» is a creative society of a new type that unites representatives 
of all creative professions ¿ architects, musicians, painters, curators, directors, 
actors, journalists, etc. Creative estate ¿Guslitsa¿ is also an international art 
residence and it has implemented a number of programs in the art sphere. Project 
¿Guslitsa¿ is implemented by a non-profit foundation for development of culture. 
Activities of the estate are devoted to practical study and support of modern art in 
its various forms (visual arts, dance, music, cinema, experimental theatre, etc). 

Our main aims are to make a cultural and educational place for local people of 
small villages and towns, develop working places for them by making a production 
of crafts and refract urbanisation traditions. We see this place as a place of 
professionals, mostly in art, who will meet together and make synergetical 
projects with the positive influence on local place and people.

All together we made more than 65 events, including international ones for 3 
years.

Work: The main target is to reveal human potential through the immersion in 
creative and educational environment, give him/her the opportunities to 
implement their own initiatives or projects and interact with the cultural code of 
the area. The tasks can vary from highly creative to simpler ones depending on 
the group. But in general volunteers will work 4-6 hours per day 6 days a week 
helping out in a variety of events that ¿Guslitsa¿ is organizing. They will be 
involved in interior design, landscape design (from planning and implementing 
your own idea to just helping our with basic tasks), assistance in furniture design, 
helping during events and festivals, a bit of renovation, cleaning and eco-building 
and also working with locals.

Volunteers will assist in the kitchen (take turns). Creative people who can perform 
and share some of their skills in any area related to art are also very welcomed.

Accommodation & Food: Volunteers stay in a hostel on the territory of the estate, 
they are provided with three vegetarian meals per day. 

Location & Leisure: ¿Guslitsa¿ is located in a very beautiful place with a river, a 
lake and a forest nearly and only in 77 km from Moscow (near town Yegorievsk). 
The estate itself is a huge complex built in the end of XIX century. 

During their free time volunteers can participate in all of the creative activities and 
master-classes that will take place in ¿Guslitsa¿, walk around and enjoy 
themselves, communicate with local artists who are residents in ¿Guslitsa¿ or local 
people who live nearly. Cultural evenings will also be organized.

There is WiFi on the territory of the estate and a store in 15 minutes walk.

Requirements: Motivation letter, interest in design, architecture, artistic skills 
(musicians, dancers, photographers, etc. are very welcomed). 

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: 77 km from Moscow. The closest town in Yegorievsk, 
however, volunteers will meet up in Moscow and travel to the place together.

Summary: Volunteers will participate in a special project that aims to educate and 
help local people using different forms of art in 70 km from Moscow.
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Referencia: 32

W4U-08

Address:

ANGARSKLocation:

KostenkiName:
Name:

2016Year:Code:

ARCH  - ArchaeologyProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:21/08/2016Final Date:08/08/2016Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Partner: This project is organized in cooperation with the State Archaeological 
Museum-Reserve ¿Kostenki¿ http://kostenki-museum.ru/ This museum is famous 
for its archaeological site of the Stone Age, which is preserved as a monument, 
including mammoth bones, 25 security zones, where there are about 60 sites of 
the Paleolithic period. Museum continues doing the research during over 130 
years.

Work: Volunteers will take part in archaeological excavations together with 
museum workers and a group of Russian volunteers. They will be integrated in 
Museum¿ research activities. Volunteers will work 7 hours per day, with the 
weekend of 2 days per week. Excavations can take place in various places on the 
territory of the Museum. All necessary equipment for work will be provided.

Accommodation & Food: Participants will live in tents in expedition field camp 
situated close to the museum building. Volunteers should bring their own sleeping 
bags. There will be a shower and a field kitchen - meals 3 times a day will be 
provided, volunteers will cook by themselves as a group.  

Location & Leisure: The ¿Kostenki¿ Museum-Reserve is located 40 km south from 
Voronezh and is situated on the bank of Don River. The daily camp life also 
includes research and education activities (excursions, lectures, meetings), 
cultural events and sports classes.  

Requirements: Be prepared for living in tent camp, sometimes the work might be 
physically demanding

Language: English, Russian

Airport, train/bus station: The nearest terminal is Voronezh. You can go to 
Voronezh by train from Moscow.

Summary: Volunteers will get a change to take part in an archeological research 
expedition, help the museum staff and possibly discover some remains from the 
Stone Age.
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Rusia

DREAM ISLAND  210/08/2016 - 28/08/2016ENVIAYA-03 18 - 30  1 

KEEP IT CLEAN  201/07/2016 - 10/07/2016ENVIAYA-04 18 - 30  2 

make a granny smile  201/08/2016 - 14/08/2016ELDEAYA-05 18 - 30  3 

Ya-Poliglot(EXTRA FEE 50EUROS)  226/06/2016 - 16/07/2016KIDSDGV-03 18 - 30  4 

Ya Poliglot (EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)  223/07/2016 - 12/08/2016KIDSDGV-04 18 - 30  5 

Nadezhda ( EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)  404/07/2016 - 18/07/2016ENVIDGV-05 18 - 30  6 

Language +  213/07/2016 - 27/07/2016KIDSDGV-06 18 - 30  7 

Language +  228/07/2016 - 03/08/2016KIDSDGV-07 18 - 30  8 

Country Estates (CUOTA EXTRA 40 EUROS)  204/07/2016 - 15/07/2016CULT-ENVIMT03/16 18 - 30  9 

The spirit of Country Estates (CUOTA EXTA 
40 EUR)

 301/08/2016 - 12/08/2016MANU-ENVI-CULTMT06/16 18 - 30  10 

The Apple Spas and Traditions (CUOTA 
EXTRA 40 EUR)

 215/08/2016 - 26/08/2016CULT-MANUMT08/16 18 - 30  11 

Autumn in the Orthodox monastery (C. 
EXTRA 40 EUR)

 129/08/2016 - 09/09/2016CULT-MANUMT10/16 18 - 30  12 

Interlingua (EXTRA FEE 25EUR, MEDIUM 
ENGLISH)

 114/06/2016 - 05/07/2016KIDSPZ-02 18 - 30  13 

Wonder mountains (ML)  201/08/2016 - 14/08/2016MANU-CONSPZ-03 18 - 30  14 

Folklore (ML,CV, Medium English)  224/07/2016 - 15/08/2016FEST-ARTPZ-04 21 - 30  15 

Biosphere (ML)  128/06/2016 - 13/07/2016ENVI-MANUPZ-06 18 - 30  16 

Berezca ( cert. medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 206/08/2016 - 26/08/2016KIDSSF-04 18 - 30  17 

Students eco-raids  202/08/2016 - 15/08/2016ENVISF-05 18 - 30  18 

Hope camp (cert. medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 208/08/2016 - 21/08/2016KIDS-DISA-ENVISF-06 18 - 30  19 

Following dinosaurs  208/08/2016 - 18/08/2016ARCH-ENVISF-07 18 - 30  20 

Springboard (cert.medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 202/07/2016 - 15/07/2016SPORT-KIDSSF-08 18 - 30  21 

Ogorod (EXTRA FEE 85 EUROS)  206/07/2016 - 20/07/2016ENVI-AGRISF-11 18 - 30  22 

Artland fest  221/08/2016 - 04/09/2016DISA-FEST-ENVISF-12 18 - 30  23 

Tolstoy world  109/07/2016 - 23/07/2016ENVI-CULTW4U-02 18 - 30  26 

STARKA  117/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ARCH-CULTW4U-03 18 - 30  27 

Solovki Botanical Garden  117/07/2016 - 01/08/2016ENVI-CULTW4U-04 18 - 30  28 

Perspective  218/07/2016 - 05/08/2016RENOW4U-05 18 - 30  29 

Not of this world  205/08/2016 - 17/08/2016RENO-CULTW4U-06 18 - 30  30 

Guslitsa  207/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ART-MANUW4U-07 18 - 30  31 

Kostenki  108/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ARCHW4U-08 18 - 30  32 

Keskil  122/07/2016 - 11/08/2016KIDSW4U-MTV-03 18 - 30  25 

Country Estates in St. Petersburg (C.EXTRA 
40 EUR)

 318/07/2016 - 29/07/2016CULT-ENVIWHV-MT05/16 18 - 30  24 

Total Nº Campos:   32 Total Nº Plazas:  60 
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Dates Order

Interlingua (EXTRA FEE 25EUR, MEDIUM 
ENGLISH)

 114/06/2016 - 05/07/2016KIDSPZ-02 18 - 30  13 

Ya-Poliglot(EXTRA FEE 50EUROS)  226/06/2016 - 16/07/2016KIDSDGV-03 18 - 30  4 
Biosphere (ML)  128/06/2016 - 13/07/2016ENVI-MANUPZ-06 18 - 30  16 
KEEP IT CLEAN  201/07/2016 - 10/07/2016ENVIAYA-04 18 - 30  2 
Springboard (cert.medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 202/07/2016 - 15/07/2016SPORT-KIDSSF-08 18 - 30  21 

Country Estates (CUOTA EXTRA 40 EUROS)  204/07/2016 - 15/07/2016CULT-ENVIMT03/16 18 - 30  9 
Nadezhda ( EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)  404/07/2016 - 18/07/2016ENVIDGV-05 18 - 30  6 
Ogorod (EXTRA FEE 85 EUROS)  206/07/2016 - 20/07/2016ENVI-AGRISF-11 18 - 30  22 
Tolstoy world  109/07/2016 - 23/07/2016ENVI-CULTW4U-02 18 - 30  26 
Language +  213/07/2016 - 27/07/2016KIDSDGV-06 18 - 30  7 
STARKA  117/07/2016 - 31/07/2016ARCH-CULTW4U-03 18 - 30  27 
Solovki Botanical Garden  117/07/2016 - 01/08/2016ENVI-CULTW4U-04 18 - 30  28 
Country Estates in St. Petersburg (C.EXTRA 
40 EUR)

 318/07/2016 - 29/07/2016CULT-ENVIWHV-MT05/16 18 - 30  24 

Perspective  218/07/2016 - 05/08/2016RENOW4U-05 18 - 30  29 
Keskil  122/07/2016 - 11/08/2016KIDSW4U-MTV-03 18 - 30  25 
Ya Poliglot (EXTRA FEE 50 EUROS)  223/07/2016 - 12/08/2016KIDSDGV-04 18 - 30  5 
Folklore (ML,CV, Medium English)  224/07/2016 - 15/08/2016FEST-ARTPZ-04 21 - 30  15 
Language +  228/07/2016 - 03/08/2016KIDSDGV-07 18 - 30  8 
The spirit of Country Estates (CUOTA EXTA 
40 EUR)

 301/08/2016 - 12/08/2016MANU-ENVI-CULTMT06/16 18 - 30  10 

make a granny smile  201/08/2016 - 14/08/2016ELDEAYA-05 18 - 30  3 
Wonder mountains (ML)  201/08/2016 - 14/08/2016MANU-CONSPZ-03 18 - 30  14 
Students eco-raids  202/08/2016 - 15/08/2016ENVISF-05 18 - 30  18 
Not of this world  205/08/2016 - 17/08/2016RENO-CULTW4U-06 18 - 30  30 
Berezca ( cert. medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 206/08/2016 - 26/08/2016KIDSSF-04 18 - 30  17 

Guslitsa  207/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ART-MANUW4U-07 18 - 30  31 
Following dinosaurs  208/08/2016 - 18/08/2016ARCH-ENVISF-07 18 - 30  20 
Hope camp (cert. medico, cert. trabajo con 
niños)

 208/08/2016 - 21/08/2016KIDS-DISA-ENVISF-06 18 - 30  19 

Kostenki  108/08/2016 - 21/08/2016ARCHW4U-08 18 - 30  32 
DREAM ISLAND  210/08/2016 - 28/08/2016ENVIAYA-03 18 - 30  1 
The Apple Spas and Traditions (CUOTA 
EXTRA 40 EUR)

 215/08/2016 - 26/08/2016CULT-MANUMT08/16 18 - 30  11 

Artland fest  221/08/2016 - 04/09/2016DISA-FEST-ENVISF-12 18 - 30  23 
Autumn in the Orthodox monastery (C. 
EXTRA 40 EUR)

 129/08/2016 - 09/09/2016CULT-MANUMT10/16 18 - 30  12 

Total Nº Campos:   32 Total Nº Plazas:  60 
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